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The rapid development of high-standard farmland construction has triggered

explosion of farmland cultivated land protection technologies in recent years.

Contemporary, eco-friendly fertilization technology (EFFT) are rapidly becoming

main force to achieve food security and promote the national ecological strategy.

Hence, based on the extended stimulus-organism-response (S-O-R) theoretical

analysis framework, this empirical research295field interviewdata of farmers in the

high standard farmland grain main production area in Shaanxi Province, a

developing country context, to analyze the mechanism of external incentives

on farmers’ eco-friendly fertilization technology adoption behavior, further tested

to examine the mediating effect of intrinsic perception and moderating effect of

the family endowment. We applied the methodological approach, partial least

square structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM), to test the hypothetical model.

The results show that external incentives can effectively improve farmers’

technology adoptive behavior; internal perception has a significant positive

effect on adoptive behavior, and it plays an intermediary role between external

incentives and eco-friendly fertilization technology adoption behavior; family

endowment has a significant positive effect on farmers’ technology adoption

behavior, but the moderating effect of family endowment in external incentive-

technology adoption behavior relationship is not significant. Therefore, we should

choose appropriate and flexible government regulations, and give full play to the

role of premium incentives, so as to improve the motivation of farmers to adopt

eco-friendly fertilization technology.
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1 Introduction

Reform and opening up for more than 40 years, China’s total

agricultural economy can continue to increase, relying mainly on

fertilizers, pesticides and other material factors such as a large

number of inputs, but the high output behind the face of

increasingly serious soil consolidation, pollution, agro-ecological

degradation and other problems, soil productivity decline, the

quality and safety of agricultural products under threat. (Yang

and Li, 2000; Chen, 2007). Soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology is an eco-friendly fertilization technology

that can improve the green productivity and output quality of land

(Wu et al., 2017). In recent years, the country has implemented a

number of soil improvement measures and completed the top-level

policy design (Liu et al., 2017). The report of the 19th National

Congress clearly points out that “we will implement an action plan

for soil pollution prevention, control and restoration, and promote

green development in the countryside” (Li B. et al., 2020), and the

“No. 1 Document” of the Central Government has also repeatedly

mentioned the promotion of soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology and the implementation of organic fertilizer

replacement projects (Stewart et al., 2005; Meng et al., 2013).

However, some research results in theoretical circles show that

farmers’ eco-friendly fertilization technology adoption behavior is

not optimistic, and there is a phenomenon of high willingness but

low behavior (Adesemoye and Kloepper, 2009; Xin, 2022), the main

crux of which is the obvious difference between farmers’ goals and

government goals (Smith et al., 1999). The government, aiming to

maximize the sustainable use of land resources and social welfare,

tends to promote organic fertilizers with slow effect and low

environmental impact to farmers. Rational farmers, aiming at

increasing returns or reducing costs, focus more on short-term

benefits and tend to use fast-acting chemical fertilizers, ignoring the

agricultural surface pollution caused by over-application (Liu et al.,

2019; Qi et al., 2021). Organic fertilizer is a labor-intensive

production factor, characterized by slow fertilizer efficiency, large

volume, and high dosage (Godfray and Garnett, 2014), and its

application by farmers increases input costs and does not

significantly improve agricultural yields (Jordan-Meille et al.,

2012). In addition, soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology is a typical public welfare technology with positive

environmental externalities, but the lack of quality and price

mechanism makes it difficult to compensate the overflowing

social benefits through the market price of agricultural products

(Marenya and Barrett, 2007), and farmers’ benefits are not

effectively improved. The small-scale decentralized operation

model will exist for a long time in the future, and it is important

to explore how to improve the behavioral initiative of farmers to

adopt conservation farming technologies, and whether external

incentives can form an endogenous and long-term mechanism

for farmers to adopt new technologies, i.e., to achieve cost

savings and efficiency gains for farmers (Yan et al., 2008).

The current research on pro-environmental fertilizer application

technology adoption behavior by scholars is mainly summarized into

two views, one is that most of them use the planned behavior and its

expansion model to analyze the influencing factors of farmers’

technology adoption behavior, forming a research paradigm with

endogenous factors such as farmers’ individual characteristics,

household characteristics, cognitive characteristics, and willingness

to participate as the logical main line (Tey and Brindal, 2012; Daxini

et al., 2018; Faruque-As-Sunny et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2021). Farmers’

endowments such as the education level of decision makers, the

number of household laborers, the degree of part-time employment

and the scale of land operation all have significant effects on the

adoption of pro-environmental fertilizer application technology

(Onwezen et al., 2013). Some studies have extended to the level of

internal subjective factors such as individual cognition and

psychological factors, and then penetrated into the fields of social

psychology and organizational behavior. Dong et al. (2022) proposed

a theoretical framework including “economic rationality” and

“ecological rationality”, trying to find the behavioral logic of

farmers’ conservation farming technology adoption from the

internal psychological mechanism. Some scholars clearly

distinguished the differences in psychological cognition and

behavior of economic individuals, and the limited rationality

caused by incomplete cognition and uncertainty in the external

environment, and farmers’ motivation to adopt pro-environmental

fertilizer application technology was insufficient. The difference in

farmers’ green perceptions is one of the important reasons for the

paradox of soil testing and formulated fertilization technology

adoption intention and behavior (Liu et al., 2019; Li J. et al., 2020).

Second, from the perspective of exogenous dynamics such as policy

incentives and constraints, social networks and market resource

allocation, Elmustapha et al. (2018) point out that government

incentives have a greater impact on adoption intentions and

decision behavior than farmers’ endowment characteristics.

Mazvimavi and Twomlow (2009) and Bravo-Monroy et al. (2016)

found that government subsidies, technology training, and

agricultural returns were the key factors influencing the adoption

decisions of surveyed farmers in choosing eco-friendly farmland soil

management technologies. Government subsidies were more effective

than controls in inducing proactive farmers’ adoption decisions, and

information induction was more applicable to farmers with lower

environmental awareness (Atari et al., 2009). Based on social capital

theory, interpersonal relationships and social networks can

significantly increase the adoption level of green production

technologies by farmers (Yang et al., 2020). The market

environment has a direct influence on farmers’ decision on soil
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testing and formulated fertilization technology application behavior

mainly through information collection, quality testing, sales channels

and prices (Smith and Siciliano, 2015).

The findings of existing studies provide important literature

support for this paper. Many scholars believe that external

variables such as farmers’ endowment resources (personal

characteristics, family characteristics), external environment

(market incentives and policy incentives), and internal

psychological variables such as cognitive level and willingness

to adopt are significant factors affecting farmers’ technology

adoption. Bandura’s interaction model of human behavior and

motivation theory suggest that behavior is not constrained by

internal factors or external stimuli alone, but is determined by the

interaction between the individual’s internal needs such as

emotions and cognition and the environment, and is a process

in which the external environment acts as an engine through

internal factors (De Fano et al., 2019). As a rational economic

person, farmers’ behavioral decision of technology adoption

must be the result of coupled constraints of internal and

external factors, and internal psychological motivation and

external environmental changes jointly affect farmers’

behavioral decision, and the behavioral decision effect may

also differ (Clark et al., 2003; Truelove et al., 2014). Based on

the previous research results, this paper tries to conduct

additional research in the following aspects: First, the existing

literature mostly focuses on analyzing the influence of a single

intrinsic factor or external environment on farmers’ behavior,

and less incorporates internal factors such as family endowment,

intrinsic perception and external incentives into a theoretical

analysis framework to explore the path and logical mechanism of

external incentives affecting farmers’ technology adoption

behavior process. Second, most studies have used Logit

regression model, stepwise regression, Bootstrap test and

hierarchical regression to test the mediating and moderating

effects of a variable step by step (Song et al., 2017), and structural

equation model can deal with both the mediating effect of

intrinsic perception and the moderating effect of family

endowment. Based on the previous research results, this paper

tries to conduct additional research in the following aspects: First,

the existing literature mostly focuses on analyzing the influence

of a single intrinsic factor or external environment on farmers’

behavior, and less incorporates internal factors such as family

endowment, intrinsic perception and external incentives into a

theoretical analysis framework to explore the path and logical

mechanism of external incentives affecting farmers’ technology

adoption behavior process. Second, most studies have used Logit

regression model, stepwise regression, Bootstrap test and

hierarchical regression to test the mediating and moderating

effects of a variable step by step (Song et al., 2017), and structural

equation model can deal with both the mediating effect of

intrinsic perception and the moderating effect of family

endowment. In short, this study aims to accomplish two main

objectives:

• To explain the transmission mechanism through which

external incentives influence farmers’ technology adoption

behavior through intrinsic perceptions.

• To test whether there is a moderating effect of family

endowments on external incentives to influence

technology adoption behavior.

Based on the research objectives, the research questions

underpin this quantitative study:

• Does each dimension of Stimulus-Organism-Response

(S-O-R) (i.e., external incentives, intrinsic perception,

and family endowment) have a positive impact on

technology adoption Behavior?

• Does the family endowment moderate the relationship

between external incentives and technology adoption

behavior?

The significance of this study can be assessed from theoretical

and practical perspectives. For theoretical contributions, this

study expands on the Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R)

to advance the literature within the content of eco-friendly

fertilization technology adoption behavior. Then, the empirical

findings would enhance the knowledge of the statistical linkages

in the context of Chinese agricultural technology. Furthermore,

as previous empirical studies have shown the inconsistency

relationships among the three main constructs, grounded on

S-O-R theoretical framework, the introduction of family

endowments as a moderator might provide some new

evidence or justifications to the existing framework. The

generated research framework also gives a comprehensive

interpretation of the connections among the three dimensions

of S-O-R, technology adoption Behavior, and the moderating

role of family endowments.

For practical contributions, this research findings could be a

valuable reference to the practitioners or government decision

makers who intend to adopt eco-friendly fertilization technology

adoption behavior. Farmers may be persuaded to focus their

limited household endowments on specific external incentives

that generate the highest levels of acceptance that match their

household endowments. Besides, government or policymakers

that relate to eco-friendly fertilization technology adoption

behavior may look up the research outcomes as shreds of

evidence to raise the interest of the agricultural players

towards the adoption of eco-friendly technology.

2 Theoretical analysis and hypothesis

2.1 Theoretical model

The Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) theoretical

model belongs to the domain of cognitive psychology,
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which specifically explains the influence of external

environmental characteristics on individuals’ mental

cognitive and emotional responses and later behavioral

decisions, with emphasis on mental cognition as a

mediating element, and provides an effective research

paradigm for analyzing individual behavioral mechanisms

(Kamboj et al., 2018). The stimulus (S) represents the

characteristics of the external environment in which the

individual lives, which has a stimulating effect on the

organism (O) ‘s cognition and emotions, and the organism

undergoes a series of psychological reaction processes that

eventually manifest themselves as response (R) to internal or

external behavior patterns (Vieira, 2013). The S-O-R model

does not necessarily follow a strict “S-O″ and “O-R″ path of

action, as external stimulus (S) can act directly on the mental

processes of the organism (O) and can also directly produce

behavioral responses (R). The S-O-R model has been applied

to information systems and e-commerce, and the research

involves the user experience and consumer purchase behavior

of online social platforms. The paper is based on the analytical

framework of S-O-R model, but considering that the S-O-R

model cannot better reflect the influence path of farmers’

ability level on individual behavior, we borrow some ideas

from the Motivation-Opportunity-Ability (MOA) model of

behavioral organization theory. Ability (A) in the MOA model

reflects the intrinsic possibility that an individual can engage

in a certain behavior, and emphasizes that individual ability

works together with Motivation (M) and Opportunity (O) to

influence behavioral decisions (Ahmad et al., 2021). This

paper incorporates the Ability (A) factor from MOA theory

into the S-O-R theoretical model to construct an analytical

framework for farmers’ adoption behavior of organic matter

reclamation technology and further enhance the explanatory

power of the model to reality.

Among the external environmental factors, external

incentives are an important component, and changing the

incentive structure and incentive level of agricultural

production is a fundamental way to improve farmers’

fertilizer application technology and agricultural surface

source pollution. Drawing on relevant research results

(Pretty et al., 2001; Swinton et al., 2007; Bopp et al., 2019),

external incentives mainly refer to incentives from three levels:

government, market and society, and considering the

principles of data availability, science and operability,

external incentives are defined in this paper as two

dimensions: policy incentives and market incentives. The

policy incentives refer to the government-led technology

promotion training and factor subsidies, while the market

incentives refer to the market premium incentives brought by

the “three products and one standard” and the brand effect to

farmers. Among the internal factors, the adoption of

technology by farmers is generally influenced by family

endowment characteristics (Mendola, 2008), and the ability

of family members largely determines whether farmers can

overcome the operational challenges of green production

technologies and cope with the high cost and riskiness of

new technologies. Rogers’ innovation diffusion theory shows

that an important influencing factor of technology diffusion is

technology attributes, and there may be significant differences

in the intrinsic perception of the same technology by different

individual farmers, which significantly affects their new

technology adoption behavior (Wonglimpiyarat and

Yuberk, 2005). Therefore, this paper focuses on the

perspective of farmers and constructs a conceptual model

of farmers’ behavioral decision to adopt organic soil

reclamation technology based on S-O-R extension theory,

starting from family endowment, external incentives, and

intrinsic motivation mechanisms. The specific theoretical

analysis framework is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Research hypothesis

2.2.1 Extrinsic incentives and technology
adoption behavior

The impact of external incentives on farmers’ soil testing

and formulated fertilization technology adoption behavior.

While improving soil fertility, soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology reduces agricultural non-point

source pollution caused by chemical fertilizer application,

which is typically characterized by high cost, high risk, and

slow returns under positive spillovers over time. Small farmers

generally have a risk aversion preference, lack the behavioral

initiative to apply organic fertilizers that are slow to take effect

and consume a lot of energy, and prefer to use chemical

fertilizers to avoid the risk of crop yield reduction. External

incentives can influence farmers’ soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology adoption behavior by generating

endogenous long-term mechanisms through two paths: loss

aversion and benefit drive. On the one hand, the government

compensates farmers appropriately by using technology

promotion and implementation factor subsidies to reduce

the input costs of green production technologies, which

increases the potential benefits of farmers and enhances

their endogenous motivation to adopt soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology. On the other hand,

according to the externality theory, the marginal private

gain of farmers adopting the technology is smaller than the

marginal social gain, resulting in a low level of economic

incentives. The role of market incentive is to solve the

problem of farmers’ distrust in market mechanism. “Three

products and one standard” quality certification and brand

building can make the premium effect appear, improve the

expectation of the income of agricultural products, drive the

farmers around the radiation to adopt soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology, and promote the
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internalization of external effects to achieve the optimal

allocation of resources. The higher the level of external

incentives, the stronger the motivation of farmers to adopt

soil testing and formulated fertilization technology. Thus, we

propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H1): External incentives have a positive impact on

farmers’ technology adoption behavior.

2.2.2 Intrinsic perception and technology
adoption behavior

The influence of intrinsic perception on farmers’ soil testing

and formulated fertilization technology adoption behavior.

According to the theory of farmers’ behavior, under the

competitive market mechanism, farmers’ behavioral decisions

are fully rational and satisfy the principle of optimality. Whether

a rational farmer accepts a new technology or decision depends

on its technical characteristics and effects. The process of

farmers’ perception and awareness of soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology characteristics generally

includes the assessment of technology usefulness, ease of use,

and expected adoption costs, and intrinsic perception is a key

psychological element for farmers to generate endogenous

motivation to adopt green production technologies. In general,

the stronger the intrinsic perception of the technology by

farmers, the higher the likelihood of adopting soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology. Thus, we propose the

following hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H2): Farmers’ internal perception has a positive

impact on technology adoption behavior.

2.2.3 Intrinsic perception, external incentives
and formulated fertilization technology
adoption behavior

The theory of behavioral economics believes that human

decision-making behavior is uncertain, and the introduction of

human psychological factors can scientifically and effectively

analyze decision-making behavior. The basic point of the

S-O-R theoretical model is that individuals will make

corresponding behavioral responses to certain characteristics

of the external environment, and the individual’s

psychological cognition is the mediating factor that affects this

process. Policy incentive tools or market incentives need to

stimulate farmers’ subjective initiative by meeting the actual

needs of farmers to increase income and efficiency, and

internalize them into positive psychological perceptions, in

order to further influence their technology adoption behavior.

Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H3): Intrinsic perception mediates between external

incentives and soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior.

2.2.4 Family endowment and technology
adoption behavior

Family endowment is the factor resources and capabilities

possessed by the whole household, which plays a significant role

in individual behavioral choices and decisions. mmm technology

will increase material input costs and labor costs in the short

term, but the cost-benefit ratio cannot increase faster at the same

time, and rational farmers will arrange their factor allocation

FIGURE 1
Research model.
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behavior rationally according to their resource endowments such

as labor, capital, and land. Therefore, individual and family

characteristics and other endowment capabilities are the basic

influencing factors of Dong et al. (2022)’s technology adoption,

which determine farmers’ attitude and ability to adopt new

technologies and ultimately affect the technology diffusion

effect (Kong et al., 2021). Thus, we propose the following

hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H4): The family endowment of farmers has a

significant impact on technology adoption behavior.

2.2.5 Family endowment, external incentives and
technology adoption behavior

Faced with the same external incentive, differences in family

endowments lead to different responses from farmers and affect

their soil testing and formulated fertilization technology

adoption behavior. External incentives reflect the

government’s long-term goal of improving land utilization

and achieving green agricultural development, and do not

directly improve farmers’ economic efficiency in a short

period of time; farmers’ acceptance of external incentives

depends on internal cognitive factors and preference factors.

On the one hand, rich endowment resources mean that farmers

have accumulated a large amount of production experience and

knowledge, and have strong information acquisition

and cognitive ability for policy incentives such as factor

subsidies and technical training, which can reduce the

learning cost of farmers and promote the effective

transformation of farmers’ behavioral cognition into technical

adoption. On the other hand, farmers with high family

endowment have certain market risk tolerance and are willing

to invest more costs to achieve high quality and good price for

agricultural products, and are more likely to choose soil testing

and formulated fertilization technology under market incentives.

Therefore, the heterogeneity of family endowments can lead to a

significant difference in the role of external incentives on soil

testing and formulated fertilization technology adoption

behavior. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H5): Family endowments play a moderating role in

the relationship between external incentives and soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology adoption behavior.

3 Methodology

3.1 Sample

China, the world’s most populous country, has the strictest

cultivated land protection system for food security. In 2019, it

issued a guideline on Strengthening the Construction of High-

Standard farmland to Enhance the country’s ability to guarantee

Food Security, which emphasized the use of environment-

friendly fertilization technologies. The data in this paper come

from a questionnaire survey conducted by the research team in

Shaanxi Province from 2020 to 2021, and the research protocol

uses a combination of stratified and random sampling to select

the sample farmers. The first stage targeted grain-producing

areas, i.e., sample counties were selected in the Guanzhong

Plain and the Loess Plateau in northern Shaanxi based on

factors such as rice grain and geographical location; the

second stage aimed to find townships with large grain

producers with the help of relevant agricultural departments

in the sample counties; and the third stage was to find typical

farmers in the selected townships. Finally, Yan’an, Yulin, Baoji,

and Weinan cities in Shaanxi Province were selected as the

sample areas. The group chose these study areas because, first,

Shaanxi Province is located in the Guanzhong Plain region,

backed by the Qinling Mountains, rich in water and fertile

soil, and is an important grain-producing area in China.

High-standard farmland projects are being built in recent

years, which provides space for the development of soil

testing and formulated fertilization technology. Second,

according to previous research results, soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology is more mature in the

region and the sample data is more representative. The

content of this survey mainly focused on the research of

technology sources and communication, agricultural inputs

and outputs, and ecological production behavior of

environment-friendly arable land conservation technologies. A

total of 325 questionnaires were obtained, and after eliminating

invalid samples, 295 valid samples were obtained, with an

effective rate of 90.8%.

3.2 Survey design

A questionnaire was designed, including 1) demographic

characteristics; 2) evaluation of soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology adoption predictors; and 3) evaluation

of soil testing and formulated fertilization technology adoption

implications. Each construct was measured using a validated

research instrument developed by previous studies (modified to

fit the research context) and based on the literature review

findings and the theoretical foundation. A seven-point Likert

scale was used to overcome measurement errors. The Likert scale

ranges from “strongly disagree” (i.e., 1) to “strongly agree”

(i.e., 7). Table 1 describes the used survey items.

3.3 Measures

Based on the existing research results, this paper selects four

indicators of family endowment, such as planting scale,

professional degree (the proportion of planting crop income

in the total household income), total income and crop sales

channel. The external incentives selected five indicators: organic
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matter soil improvement technology subsidy, the number of

government-led technical training in the past year, whether

the product has obtained the quality certification of “three

products and one standard”, whether it has obtained the

regional public brand, product brand, enterprise brand, etc.

Intrinsic perception selects three indicators: usefulness

awareness, ease of use perception and technology adoption

cost. Six indicators were used to measure the technology

adoption behavior (see Table 1).

All constructs were measured as mode A composites

(Henseler and Schuberth, 2020). We analyzed the standard

method to assess the quality of the information, which could

improve the relationships between variables when collected from

the same source. The analysis applying Harman’s single-factor

test did not reveal that the variables were grouped into a single

factor (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986), thus presenting no problems

(Qalati et al., 2022).

3.4 Data analysis technique

Potential biases were considered in the survey, protocol

design, and data analysis. Several approaches (e.g. direct

contact by phone and assurance to share the results) were

adopted to ensure the highest response rate and avoid a non-

response bias (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2002). We used a partial

least squares structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM)

technique to analyse the data. This technique has been

adopted because this process gives better results in the

analysis of this type of exploratory study. This process can

also analyse those data that are not normally distributed (Hair

et al., 2012). This technique does not impose any sample

restriction to conduct the survey. This process involves

quantification of responses on a specific scale.

We tested our research model using partial least squares

(PLS) and the SmartPLS package (v.3.3.3) (Ringle and

Sarstedt, 2016). We used PLS for the following reasons. 1)

The research model is complex, depending on the type of

hypothesized relationships (direct, mediation, and

moderation); 2) It has the advantage of not imposing

distributional assumptions for the indicators, and 3) The

constructs included are composite (Chin, 2010; Sarstedt

et al., 2011). The model is also widely used to test theories

using the dynamic capabilities approach (Ali et al., 2021;

Ebrahimi et al., 2021; Frempong et al., 2021).

The application of the PLS technique involves several steps,

including model fitting, applying a bootstrapping process

(5,000 subsamples), following bootstrap-based exact fit texts

for the estimated model (Henseler et al., 2016). Further, we

evaluated the measurement model by analyzing the fit of the

saturated model (Müller et al., 2018). Finally, the algebraic sign,

magnitude, and statistical significance of the path coefficients

were assessed and coefficients of determination (R2) were

evaluated (Ali et al., 2018).

TABLE 1 Items used to measure each survey construct and loadings.

Construct Items Loadings VIF

Family endowment, adapted from Zeweld et al.
(2017)

FE1: I think the scale of farming is beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.875 3.352

FE2: I think the number of years of farming is beneficial for technology adoption behavior 0.904 4.044

FE3: I believe that farming family income is beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.883 2.924

FE4: I think the grain marketing channel is beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.867 2.413

External incentives, adapted from Zeweld et al.
(2017)

EI1: I think technology subsidies are beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.857 2.893

EI2: I think technology training is beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.866 3.054

EI3: I believe that product or corporate branding is beneficial to technology adoption behavior 0.790 2.001

EI4: I think whether the product obtains the “three products and one standard” quality
certification is beneficial to the technology adoption behavior

0.864 2.648

EI5: I think the region is easy for new technology introduction 0.745 1.612

Intrinsic perception, adapted from Rezaei et al.
(2020)

IP1: I think the soil testing and formulated fertilization technology is very useful 0.927 3.184

IP2: I think the soil testing and formulated fertilization technology is easy to use 0.943 3.740

IP3: I think the cost of soil testing and formulated fertilization technology is worth considering 0.878 2.470

Technology adoption behavior, adapted from
Zeweld et al. (2017)

TAB1: I would like to use soil testing and formulated fertilization technology instead of the
production technology used now

0.799 2.275

TAB2: I would like to learn soil testing and formulated fertilization technology 0.878 3.955

TAB3: I would like to apply soil testing and formulated fertilization technology 0.870 3.593

TAB4: I would like to promote soil testing and formulated fertilization technology 0.891 3.932

TAB5: I am willing to give feedback on the effectiveness of soil testing and formulated
fertilization technology

0.880 4.193

TAB6: I would like the village to develop eco-agricultural techniques on my land 0.852 3.118
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4 Results and analysis

4.1 Measurement model assessment

The reflective constructs were validated by testing internal

consistency, composite reliability, convergent, and discriminant

validity (Table 2 and Figure 2). To verify the internal consistency

and composite reliability of the constructs, we verified that the

value of Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability indices

exceeded 0.7 (Hair et al., 2011). This condition was valid for

all the constructs. To test convergent validity, we verified that the

average variance extracted (AVE) index was greater than 0.5. The

lowest observed value (0.579) was substantially higher than this

threshold. The discriminant validity of the reflective constructs

was tested in three ways (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). The

correlation matrix proved that the AVE was greater than the

square correlation between each pair of latent constructs. These

results suggest the validity of the reflective constructs used in our

analysis and the adequacy of the items used as construct

indicators. To determine the redundancy, the variance

inflation factor (VIF) was used to test for multicollinearity

among the different measurement variables, and the VIF

TABLE 2 Construct consistency, reliability, convergent and discriminant validity squared value of the AVE reported on the main diagonal of the
correlation matrix.

Constructs Composite
reliability

Cronbach’s
alpha

Average
variance
extracted

External
incentives

Family
endowment

Intrinsic
perception

Technology
adoption
behavior

External incentives 0.915 0.882 0.682 0.826 0.270 0.443 0.446

Family endowment 0.934 0.905 0.779 0.247** 0.882 0.343 0.637

Intrinsic perception 0.940 0.905 0.839 0.399** 0.320** 0.916 0.511

Technology adoption behavior 0.945 0.931 0.743 0.404** 0.590** 0.475** 0.862

Note: Significant level: p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001, Bold diagonal entries are square root of AVEs, Heterotrait-Montrait ratios (HTMT) (Underlined) are below 0.85.

FIGURE 2
Model results calculation.
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values of the measurement models are shown in Table 1. The VIF

values of all 18 observed variables were less than 5 (Hair et al.,

2011; Ch’ng et al., 2021), indicating that there was no

multicollinearity among the measurement variables. This

study assesses discriminant validity using the Heterotrait-

Monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlations. As shown in

Table 2, all HTMT values are below 0.85. Referring to

Henseler et al. (2015), the results support the discriminant

validity of the constructs. In sum, the robustness of

measurement model was sound and appropriate for further

structural equation modelling analyses.

4.2 Structural model assessment

As presented in Table 3, the relationships between

technology adoption behavior (TAB) and among external

incentives (EI), intrinsic perception (IP), and family

endowment (FE), together with the relationship between EI

and TAB, were found to be statistically significant. The

moderating effects of FE on EI and TAB, was found to be not

statistically significant. Specifically, EI, IP, and FE positively

influenced on TAB at mean 0.184 (t = 2.741, p = 0.006**,

CI = +/+), 0.244 (t = 4.925, p = 0.000***, CI = +/+), and

0.459 (t = 8.050, p = 0.000***, CI = +/+). Meanwhile, EI had

a positive direct effect on IP at mean 0.399 (t = 6.546, p =

0.000***, CI = +/+). The relationship between EI and TAB

became not significant under the moderating effect of FE at

mean 0.040 (t = 0.532, p = 0.595NS, CI = −/+). Therefore, the

results support hypotheses H1, H2, H3, and H4, but do not

support H5.

The study assessed the model’s predictive power on the

endogenous constructs using the coefficient of determination

(R2). The results showed that the R-square value for construct IP

was 0.159 (R2 adjusted = 0.156), TAB was 0.474 (R2 adjusted =

0.467). The R2 value ranges between 0 and 1, where values of 0.2,

0.5, and 0.75 indicate weak, moderate, and substantial effects,

respectively (Hair et al., 2019). The R2 values for the present

study’s model are moderate, with values 0.474 for TAB.

Furthermore, the predictive relevance (Q2) of the endogenous

latent variables were assured, as the IP and TAB were 0.118

(SSO = 885, SSE = 780.569) and 0.346 (SSO = 1,170, SSE =

1,157.585) respectively, which were all larger than zero (Hair

et al., 2019). Figure 2 plots the results of the structural equation

model calculations, and Table 3 shows the direct, indirect and

total effect coefficients of external incentives, family endowments

affecting intrinsic perceptions and farmers’ soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology adoption behavior. These

values can be considered as the predictive accuracy of the

models among low, medium, and large (Hair et al., 2019).

The analysis of the composite-based standardized root mean

square residual (SRMR) yielded a value of 0.065, below the

0.10 threshold, which confirms the robustness of the model

(Henseler et al., 2015).

4.3 Mediation model

To investigate the mediating effect of EI and TAB, the

bootstrapping technique was employed to estimate the

indirect effects. Table 3 and Figure 2 reveal that EI and IP

positively and significantly affect TAB, directly and indirectly,

with path coefficients of (β = 0.184, t = 2.741, p = 0.000***) and

(β = 0.244, t = 4.925, p = 0.000***), respectively; therefore, H1 and

H2 are supported. With regard to the estimation of the indirect

effect of EI and TAB, the variance accounted for (VAF) formula

TABLE 3 Results of hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Effect Path Path
coefficient

Lower
(2.5%)

Upper
(95%)

t-statistics p-value Decision

Direct relationships

H3 Direct External Incentives - > Intrinsic Perception 0.399 0.272 0.512 6.546 0.000*** Accept

H1 Direct External Incentives - > Technology adoption behavior 0.184 0.073 0.330 2.741 0.006** Accept

H4 Direct Family endowment - > Technology adoption behavior 0.459 0.330 0.551 8.050 0.000*** Accept

H2 Direct Intrinsic Perception - > Technology adoption behavior 0.244 0.139 0.332 4.925 0.000*** Accept

Mediating Relationships

H2*H3 Indirect External Incentives - > Intrinsic Perception - >
Technology adoption behavior

0.097 0.054 0.141 4.399 0.000*** Accept

Moderating Relationships

H5 Direct Family endowment*External Incentives - > Technology
adoption behavior

0.040 -0.128 0.121 0.532 0.595NS Rejection

SRMR, composite model = 0.059.

R2
IP
, 0.159; Q2

IP
, 0.118.

R2
TAB

, 0.474; Q2
TAB

, 0.346.

Note: *** = p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; NS = p > 0.05.
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was employed, where Total effect = Indirect effect + Direct effect.

VAF values of 0.2<, 0.2–0.8, and >0.8 represent no mediation,

partial mediation, and full mediation, respectively (Hair et al.,

2019). The present study’s results evidence a 0.345 indirect effect

of EI and TAB, respectively, which falls in the rage between

0.2 and 0.8, thus considered partial mediation.

4.4 Moderation model

This study tested the moderating role of EI and TAB as a

complementary step for the structural model assessment and

hypothesis testing. We did not find support for the moderating

effect of FE on the relationship between EI and TAB (β = 0.040,

t = 0.532, p = 0.595NS); therefore, H5 was not supported.

5 Discussion

The direct effect of external incentives on farmers’

technology adoption behavior. External incentives have a

statistically significant positive effect on farmers’ technology

adoption behavior at the 1% level with a path coefficient of

0.184, i.e., the more positive incentives farmers obtain, the

more likely they are to adopt soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology, and hypothesis H1 is verified. The

incentive effect of government subsidies is to make up the

difference between the extra cost of using the new technology

and the expected benefit for farmers, and the more

government subsidies, the more farmers are willing to

adopt the new technology. The greater the number of

technical trainings attended, the greater the chance for

high-standard farmland grain farmers to receive direct

technical services and support, and the lower the

information cost of learning new technologies, which plays

an important role in correcting farmers’ behavioral habits of

excessive fertilizer application and raising their awareness of

scientific fertilizer application. The “lemon effect” may

prevent farmers from adding value to the high-quality

agricultural products they produce, resulting in uncertain

net returns. Market incentives can achieve market

premiums for agricultural products, which is the interest

driver for farmers to choose soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology.

The effect of intrinsic perception on farmers’ technology

adoption behavior. In Table 3, the path coefficient of intrinsic

perception on adoption behavior was significant, and every

1 standard deviation increase in intrinsic perception would

increase farmers’ technology adoption behavior by

0.244 standard deviations, and hypothesis H2 was verified. In

the study, it was found that growers generally believed that the

application of chemical fertilizers was fast and stable, while

organic fertilizers and bacterial fertilizers were not as

“powerful” as chemical fertilizers. Driven by the goal of profit

maximization, some growers formed a preference for chemical

fertilizers, and the stronger the perceived usefulness of the

technology, the easier it was to master the new technology,

and the lower the cost of technology adoption, the more

motivated farmers were to adopt soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology.

Intrinsic transmission mechanism of external incentives: the

mediating role of intrinsic perceptions. The hypothesis H3 holds

that external incentives have a significant positive effect on

intrinsic perceptions and intrinsic perceptions have a

significant positive effect on adoption behavior, and that

intrinsic perceptions play a mediating role between external

incentives and soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior. This is fully consistent with the

expected hypothesis of S-O-R theory. The coefficient of direct

effect of external incentives on intrinsic perception is 0.399, the

coefficient of direct effect of intrinsic perception on adoption

behavior is 0.244, and the coefficient of indirect effect of external

incentives on adoption behavior through intrinsic perception is

0.097. External incentives reduce the marginal cost of technology

adoption to a certain extent, and make farmers fully realize that

soil testing and formulated fertilization technology can bring

long-term economic benefits to high-standard farming. The level

of farmers’ intrinsic perceptions of technology adoption

increased significantly, which eventually led to technology

adoption behavior.

The effect of family endowment on farmers’ technology

adoption behavior. The path coefficient of family endowment

on adoption behavior is statistically significant at the 1% level,

indicating that family endowment directly affects farmers’

technology adoption behavior, and hypothesis H4 is tested.

Each 1 standard deviation increase in family endowment

increased the adoption behavior of farmers by

0.459 standard deviations. Longer farming years and more

experience of farmers imply more asset specificity of food on

high standard farmland, more difficulty in switching to other

crops, and more inclination to accept new technologies. Stable

marketing channels make farmers pay more attention to the

quality of high-standard farmland grain, creating conditions

for the adoption of green production technologies. The

application of organic fertilizer is a labor-intensive

technology, and the lower the proportion of food income

from high-standard farmland to total household income,

the greater the opportunity cost for farmers to apply

organic fertilizer and the less motivated they are to adopt

soil testing and formulated fertilization technology. The more

the scale effect generated by the expansion of planting

scale can promote farmers’ choice of organic fertilizer

application.

Inter-farmer variation: moderating role of family

endowment. The interaction coefficient of external

incentives and family endowment on adoption behavior is
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insignificant, indicating that family endowment does not play

a moderating role in external incentives affecting farmers’

technology adoption behavior, i.e., family endowment

heterogeneity does not lead to differential effects of external

incentives on adoption behavior. The possible explanation for

this is that in the historical process of rural revitalization and

poverty alleviation, the government-led external incentives are

universal policies, and the targets of implementation include

high quality farmers with superior family endowments and

poor households with poor resource endowments, and

homogeneous and non-differentiated policy incentives

cannot fundamentally stimulate different behavioral

responses of farmers.

5.1 Theoretical implications

This study has been able to theorize the external

incentives, intrinsic perception, and family endowment in

farmers to unlock the development path of technology

adoption behavior. This study has also theorized that such

soil testing and formulated fertilization technology is

compatible in the context of green development. For this,

the help of a hybrid model, i.e., the integrated Stimulus-

Organism-Response (S-O-R) model, has been taken. This

hybrid model has been successfully used to explore farmers’

intention to adopt soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology. Since few research studies are available to nurture

the use of soil testing and formulated fertilization technology

in farmers. This study provides a novel contribution in this

context. This study has examined how psychological factor

poses an impediment to adopting new technology in farmers,

and it has been explained through this study how the S-O-R

framework will help to interpret the situation. The reasons for

using the S-O-R model have been explained in the

theoretical background section. This study aims to explain

what factors could influence the intention to adopt EAT, a

component of green development. This study analyses the

adoption of soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology in farmers. In this context, this study could

have used an updated standard adoption model. However,

the study has ventured to select better-suited antecedents from

S-O-R models.

5.2 Practical implications

This paper explains the mechanism of soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology adoption behavior of grain

growers in high-standard farmland to a certain extent, and

mainly obtains the following three policy implications.

First, choose suitable and flexible incentives. The

government’s “top-down” system supply will largely ignore

the actual needs of farmers, so it is necessary to provide

targeted policy supply, such as providing technical training at

the initial stage of technology promotion, replacing classroom

training with field experiments as far as possible, and accelerating

the process of farmers’ mastery of new technology through

“learning through work”.

Second, the higher management ability and stable economic

income of farmers are the premise and guarantee of accepting

new technology. The government in the implementation of the

general policy of motivation at the same time, can’t ignore the

audience heterogeneity characteristics of object, should focus on

high-quality farmers tilt, to achieve the optimal allocation of

factors, stimulate the radiating and driving function of the “new

farmers".

Third, improve the intrinsic motivation of farmers to

adopt technology. Farmers’ response to soil testing and

formulated fertilization technology is indifferent and the

adoption rate is low, which is due to their concern about

the technology effect and adoption cost. We should give full

play to the incentive effect of premium, motivate farmers to

carry out product certification and brand registration, raise

product prices, guarantee the economic interests and

production enthusiasm of farmers participating in green

production, and form an endogenous long-term mechanism

for farmers to adopt green production technology.

5.3 Limitations and future research

Based on the S-O-R theory, this paper discusses the

mechanism of EI,PE, FE on TAB, and draws beneficial

conclusions, but there are still the following shortcomings:

first, the influence of PE,EI, FE on TAB may have

configuration effect, which can be further analyzed by fsQCA

method in the future; Second, the samples are mainly from

farmers, and different groups such as rural cooperatives or

agricultural complexes can be considered. The universality of

the research conclusions needs to be further tested. Third, the

analysis of farmers’ technology acceptance behavior based on

S-O-R needs to be further discussed through case studies.

6 Conclusion

In this study, family endowment, external motivation,

internal perception and adoption behavior were incorporated

into the extended S-O-R theoretical framework, and the data of

295 major high-standard farmland grain-producing areas in

Shaanxi Province were used. The structural equation model of

formative indicators was constructed based on partial least

square method to estimate the direct influence of external

incentives on farmers’ soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior, as well as the mediating role of
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internal perception and the moderating role of family

endowment. The research conclusions are as follows:

First, external incentives have a significant positive impact on

farmers’ technology adoption behavior at the statistical level of

10%, that is, the more positive incentives farmers get, the more

likely they are to adopt soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology.

Second, the path coefficient of intrinsic perception on

adoption behavior is significant, indicating that the latent

variables of intrinsic perception, usability perception and

technology adoption cost are the key factors determining

adoption behavior. Internal perception plays a mediating role

between external incentive and soil testing and formulated

fertilization technology adoption behavior, which further

confirms that in S-O-R theory, external environmental

characteristics will act on internal perception and finally

appear as farmers’ technology adoption behavior.

Third, the characteristics of farmers’ family endowment have

a direct effect on soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior. The interaction term between

external incentives and family endowment has no significant

path coefficient on soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior, indicating that family

endowment does not play a moderating role in the influence

of external incentives on soil testing and formulated fertilization

technology adoption behavior.
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